**NKJ and SNS participate at Borgeby Fältdagar June 29th**

NKJ will participate at Borgeby fältdagar in Skåne, Sweden, June 29. Lots of farmers and stakeholders in agriculture gather every year, and NKJ will strengthen the Nordic knowledge on wild boar and energy forest together with our sister organization SNS. Please visit us in the SLU showcase number M36!

- 10 AM: Fast growing broadleaves, can they be a profitable agricultural crop?
- 11 AM: How do we best handle the wild boar in the Nordic countries?

**Visit Borgeby fältdagar**

**New Nordic Food: OPEN CALL with children/young as target groups**

With this call, the steering group for New Nordic Food wishes to support projects and activities that fall within the framework of the Kitchen Manifesto and the current Nordic Nutrition Recommendations with sustainability as the overarching theme. There is a particular interest for applications in the following areas:

- Public food, such as school food
- Sustainable development and communication about Nordic food culture and Nordic diet
- Sustainable meal tourism with a special focus on meals for children/young people

Application deadline: 30.09.2022 at 23.59 CEST

Max funding: 500.000 DKK/project

**NKJ at the Nordic minister meeting in Tromsø**

At their meeting in Tromsø, Norway, the Nordic ministers for fisheries, aquaculture, agriculture, food and forestry got the NKJ report on wild boar in the Nordic countries, a reviewed edition. The different countries manage the wild boar population in totally different ways and there is a need for cooperation.

NKJ took part in a side event at the minister meeting. The NKJ secretary general Per Hansson talked about proteins, resilience and sustainability.

**Food for elderly arises vivid debate**

The NKJ funded network Bridge Builders presented their activities at the 12th International Conference on Culinary Arts and Sciences (ICCAS 2022) in Lyon, France, in order to discuss how a multidisciplinary approach can contribute
The network also arranged an open webinar.
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